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1: Strathmore - BLICK art materials
Excerpt from The Strathmore Quality Deckle Edge Book Papers: Strathmore Japan, Old Cloister, Strathmore, Old
Stratford, Alexandra Ing papers that should be unique by reason of their quality and their adaptability to satisfy a
demand that was arising in the paper market.

Paper Is Part of the Picture no. The exhibition runs from October 3 to December 15, The Colonial Book of the
Towle Mfg. Title page design by Will Bradley. Russell, , a book originally written in but with a story set in the
years before and after the American Revolutionary War. The University Press, , designed for a silverware
company in Newburyport, Massachusetts that was founded in Bradley quit The Wayside Department of The
University Press in to focus on work in New York, but the press continued to design and print sample books
for Mittineague for roughly another dozen years. The work was split with the F. This was a radicalâ€”and
expensiveâ€”step for a paper company. Mittineague Paper Company, Design and printing by the F.
Photograph by Vincent Trinacria. The latter two were designed and printed by F. Consequently in decorating
the different samples the harmony of the paper and of the example selected has been considered, the
appropriateness of the type or design and its color balance and in all ways the effort has been to make the book
an honor to the printing art in the hope that the various illustrations shown will be suggestive and beneficial
and instill a further desire to produce only such printed things that are really worth while. The samples in the
book not only comprised forty different papers, but they showed how those papers looked under a variety of
printing processes: The Munder-Thomsen Press, Calligraphy and design by W. For The Chap-Book Bradley
designed several stunning posters in and The University Press in Cambridge, Massachusetts traced its history
back to when William Hilliard used that name for work he did for Harvard College. There is little information
available about F. Unfortunately, I only discovered the latter after the exhibition was installed. I assume that it
was set up to print simple things such as packaging labels, stationery and business forms, test sheets and other
internal items; but not lengthy, hard-cover books. Other samples are by many of the leading or
soon-to-be-leading designers of the day: Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue, T. Dwiggins, and Herbert Ames.
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2: Strathmore Premium - Quality and excellence - Made USA PaperPapers
STRATHMORE DECKLE: EDGE BOOK Cream, Hand Made Finish See Schedule for Sizes and Weights Table Showing
How Strathmore Deckle Edge Cover and Book Papers Make Up The Deckle Edge on paper will appear the long way of
the book also on front and back covers 9 x 24 Cuts 4 sheets 9x6 folds 4 pages 4% x 6 Cuts 2 sheets 9x12 folds 8 pages
4^ x 6 Cuts I.

The Definitive Dwiggins no. The exhibition runs from October 3 to December 15, Cover design by T.
Photograph by Vincent Giordano. After it became incorporated into the Mittineague Paper Co. A lush
rendition graced the cover of Strathmore Quality Commercial Writing Papers while a sinuous version was
used as a frame to the title page of the Rhododendron Bond sample book printed by F. Trade advertisements in
sported mediocre border designs with mediocre thistles embedded in them. At the same time, the
advertisements included a silhouetted thistle as part of the Strathmore Quality seal that had come into use in
With the formation of the Strathmore Paper Co. The slogan was now set in classical roman capitals; the
surrounding circle was double-ruled; and the thistle, which had formerly leaned to the left, was now upright
and symmetrically designed. It also had more serrated leaves. There are only a few instances of Bradley using
the thistle as a decorative element in the 61 sample books he designed. One of them is Carillon Covers [below]
where he combined two sharply contrasting depictions of thistles. Most of the time he slapped the seal on the
front coverâ€”often multiple timesâ€”as well as on the back cover. In some of the sample books he tarted up
the seal on the back cover, adding various botanical and abstract decorations to it. His basic version of the
Strathmore Quality seal continued in use alongside the older version well into the s. Carillon Covers sample
book Strathmore Paper Co. Design by Will Bradley. In , Frederic W. His design was immediately reused by
the company for the first issue of The Strathmorean, its house organ for employees. The next year, and again
in see above , T. Hapgood â€” designed sample books for Blandford Deckle Edge Book Paper which made the
thistle a flamboyant centerpiece of each cover. Dwiggins â€” prominently placed a thistle on the title page of
the Alexandra Japan sample book, though his cover illustration showed an exotic bird and flower. Cover
design by Frederic W. Alexandra Japan sample book Strathmore Paper Co. Cover design by W. Along with
these highly creative interpretations of the thistle, there were some humorous onesâ€”usually parodying the
Strathmore Quality sealâ€”intended only for the eyes of Strathmore employees and their families. They
appeared in The Strathmorean and in ephemeral items announcing various company events. The fact that
Strathmore was able to make fun of itself indicates that the thistle seal had successfully become an entrenched
mark, one that identified the company and its products throughout the paper and printing worlds. Hapgood is
often overlooked, but he was one of the leading early graphic designers in the United States between and
There is no adequate biography of him.
3: The Book of Record - Patrick Lyon Strathmore - HÃ¤ftad () | Bokus
The Strathmore quality deckle edge book papers: Strathmore Japan, Old cloister, Strathmore, Old Strathford, Alexandra
Item Preview.

4: Catalog Record: The Strathmore quality deckle edge book | Hathi Trust Digital Library
The Strathmore quality deckle edge book papers: Strathmore Japan, Old cloister, Strathmore, Old Strathford, Alexandra.

5: Full text of "The Strathmore quality deckle edge book papers :"
The Strathmore Quality Deckle Edge Book Papers: Strathmore Japan, Old Cloister, Strathmore, Old Strathford,
Alexandra, Volume 1 by Paper Company Mittineague Paper Company, Mittineague Paper Company - Paperback.
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6: Great Clearance Deals at PaperPapers
Buy The Strathmore quality deckle edge book papers: Strathmore Japan, Old cloister, Strathmore, Old Strathford,
Alexandra Volume 1 [Hardcover] by Shapiro Bruce Rogers Collection (Library of Congress) DLC Mittineague Paper
Company (ISBN:) from Amazon's Book Store.
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